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In My Father’s Eyes, Mary Bonina tells the story of
growing up and literally—being her father’s eyes—
doing the seeing for him while he was gradually
losing his sight from a rare genetic retina condition
that would eventually leave him totally blind. This
memoir is the story of a daughter and her devotion
to her father.
“You be my eyes,” he would say, calling upon
her to play the role of “guide,” “scout,” or “advance
girl.” Reporting what she saw for her father, she
was honing skills that later would be essential to
her life as a creative writer. She learned from a
young age—not just how to describe the material
world—but how to read social signals and analyze
human interactions, while helping her father
navigate streets, situations, and rooms that were
always in flux. Her practice of description served
to satisfy and encourage her love of words and the
strong visual sense that characterizes her writing.
She “had to speak fast and only in a few words,” and
that surely taught Bonina the importance of
economy of language which became so essential to
her poetry.
In novelistic style, Bonina looks back on her
father’s resilient personality, explores the
challenges he faced, but also what he was able to
accomplish in spite of them, highlighting both his
courage and his very human flaws. Beginning in
the parochial world of the 1950s, when Bonina was
just six years old and accompanying her dad the
last time he drove a car—his Packard 180 Touring
Sedan, his pride and joy—she takes the reader
along with her as she describes that experience and
so many more, coming of age while trying to
understand what blindness is—even trying to
mimic what it was like as her father’s peripheral
vision was diminishing in increments over the
years, creating a tunnel effect for seeing.“
Gradually, I was able to see the world through a
tunnel no bigger than a pencil eraser,” she says,
making the okay sign with her thumb and index
finger, moving them to change the size of the
opening through which she viewed her world.

While change was underway for Bonina’s
father and her family in the 1960s, the setting for
half of the book, it was happening, too, in the
world around them. Other chapters alternate,
taking place decades later when she is in her
early forties, the week her father dies, providing
texture, resonance, and becoming the lens for
viewing her father’s later life, her own, and their
relationship as adults.
My Father’s Eyes is not only a good narrative
with a true sense of place, but one that also offers
up the richness of language and imagery that you
would expect to find in a poet’s memoir.

B. John Bonina (1989)

ADVANCE PRAISE FOR
MY FATHER’S EYES
“Mary Bonina casts her considerable spell with exquisite sentences and unerring, evocative details. She is a writer of inordinate compassion,
formidable intelligence, and unflinching honesty. My Father’s Eyes documents a family’s coming to grips with the legacy of blindness, a daughter’s
unflagging allegiance to her father, and
one man’s heroic determination to live a life of independence and quiet dignity despite obstacles that
would crush the strongest of us. The book is an inspiration. When I finished reading it, I walked around for days seeing the world through its lens.
Yes, it’s that good. It’s that important.
- John Dufresne
author of Requiem, Mass. and forthcoming No Regrets, Coyote (W.W. Norton)
“Not many pages into this gloriously moving book, a feeling begins to grow that it would have been a humbling yet exquisite experience to have sat
and talked with Biagio John Bonina. What his daughter Mary Bonina has given us is a solid and lasting portrait of a man who was simple and
complicated. (That is not a contradiction once you come to know him.)…America is a country of grand men and women who live on a modest scale,
and no one fits that category more than he does. Once his eyes began to fail him, he lived even more for his family and its welfare and his efforts and
work make him in my mind, the kind of real hero we fail to glorify anymore. So enter this book and come to know her father and his dedicated and
overwhelmingly loyal daughter, as well as a large stage of family members and friends who are unforgettable and insanely knowable and human.”
-Edward P. Jones,
author of The Known World
“Packard. Record player. Telephone party line. Fallout Shelter. Holy Ghost. These and other blasts from the past make up the world of this beautiful,
clear-eyed memoir that reads like a novel. It’s partly the story of a girl who loved words on her way to becoming a writer. Of all the words in her
universe, the most important were eyes and seeing for this was a girl growing up with a beloved father going blind. Becoming his guide and his eyes,
she becomes herself. And what a character he is! We come to know him as if we’re all his children, one minute consumed with terror at the dangers he
faces, and the next minute awed by his courage, and the next exasperated by his human flaws. And ultimately, we see and feel for ourselves what his
daughter means when she says, “I know about love from being my father’s eyes.
-Ellen Cooney,
author of A Private Hotel for Gentle Ladies

